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Chapter 2491: Mingwu was arrested and accused 

But this front is internal. 

The only purpose was to prevent Su Lang from going to the ear site of the Xiuning faction. 

Regardless of the length of the front, the width alone is extremely terrifying, and it can be said that 

there are people everywhere. 

And they are carrying a number of time and space forbidden formations. After opening, they can seal a 

large area of time and space in a short time, making it impossible to shuttle. 

It can be said. 

Under the net of this sky and earth. 

As soon as Su Lang appeared, he would be discovered in an instant! 

however. 

Emperor Xiu Yuzhou couldn't think of breaking 10,000 heads. He had only seen Su Lang clone before. 

And this clone can be used by Su Lang in the most bizarre way to return directly to the mysterious black 

space without any time and space fluctuations! 

Rao was the Xiuyu faction who used all the strength to eat milk, and he could never find Su Lang a 

feather. 

at the same time. 

Within the Xiuning faction. 

Since learning that Su Lang was robbed to the present, the results of the investigation have come out. 

It was Emperor Ming Wu Zhou who stupidly won the beauties. 

He told the undercover agent of the Xiuyu faction about Su Lang. 

But Emperor Wu Jingzhou and other undercover agents have quietly returned to the site of the Xiuyu 

faction. 

after all. 

Doudu universe passed for a while, and the middle-level universe of Kongqing had passed a thousand 

times. 

So much time is definitely enough to get away and leave. 

As for the elder Jing Zhi who initially leaked the news to Emperor Xiuyuzhou, this high-level undercover 

cannot be easily investigated. 

All the faults must have been counted on Mingwu's head. 
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at this time. 

In the purple jade palace. 

Emperor Wu Zhou knelt in the hall under the gaze of Emperor Xiu Ning Zhou and the elders and 

protectors. 

He was completely stupid. 

He was still resenting the humiliation at that party before, but suddenly Emperor Minghua came and 

took him away. 

He didn't know until now. 

It was all because he had leaked Su Lang's relevant information, causing Su Lang to be robbed by the 

Xiuyu faction! 

Emperor Ming Wu Zhou is confused by his brain. 

Isn't Su Lang a genius of the Four Eternal Realm? 

Even a genius, it's just the four universes. 

How could it be valued by the Xiuning faction and the Xiuyu faction at the same time! ? 

Even the Xiuyu faction did not hesitate to use an undercover to steal Su Lang halfway! 

At this time, he was even caught by Emperor Minghua Zhou himself, kneeling in front of His Royal 

Highness Xiuning and the elders and guardians! 

Looking at the mighty people around, the look in each of them seemed to be killing. 

Even Emperor Minghua Zhou is no exception! 

God! 

Does Su Lang smell so good! ? 

Xiu Ning and Xiu Yu are rushing to ask for it! ? 

Emperor Ming Wu Zhou was horrified in his heart, but at the same time he felt deeply uncomfortable. 

From the crowd. 

He already faintly felt that Su Lang's weight was really terrifying! 

And he Mingwu, because of his own fault, caused the Xiuning faction to lose Su Lang! 

"Mingwu, you know why you were arrested!" 

Emperor Xiu Ning frowned slightly and said indifferently. 

"Xiu, Your Highness Xiuning!" 



"It was the subordinates who were extremely stupid, short-sighted, did not realize the importance of Su 

Lang, and leaked Su Lang's information without authorization, causing Su Lang to be robbed..." 

Emperor Mingwu Zhou trembled and said tremblingly. 

"You know that Su Lang is an eternal arrogant who has the inheritance of Dou Xiu ancestors!" 

"To form an alliance with it is our only hope for the Xiuning faction to defeat the Xiuyu faction!" 

"Although it is inconvenient for Minghua Law to divulge the details, he has already warned you!" 

"Why do you still harbor jealousy in your heart so easily that Su Lang was robbed!!" 

Emperor Xiu Ning Zhou stared at Ming Wu, his expression extremely cold. 

That sentence. 

It was like a wave of thunder, fiercely bombarding Emperor Mingwu Zhou's heart! 

"Subordinates are convicted!" 

"Subordinates shouldn't be absolutely wrong, shouldn't be jealous of Su Lang, shouldn't disclose Su 

Lang's relevant information!" 

"The subordinates are willing to be punished, but I only ask your highness to spare them not to die!" 

Emperor Mingwu Zhou looked sad, full of endless regret and fear. 

His Royal Highness Xiuning has always been more approachable. 

But now. 

Even so angry, Emperor Mingwu Zhou knew that his fault was too great, too big to be forgiven! 

Chapter 2492: What, Su Lang escaped 

Su Lang was robbed. 

The Xiu Ning faction would never be able to dominate the battle capital, and gather the power of the 

entire universe against the Suiyou universe. 

The best outcome was that the Xiu Ning faction was annexed by the Xiuyu faction. 

Then everyone was reduced to high-level cannon fodder in the process of resisting Suiyou, and ended in 

a bleak ending! 

and. 

If Su Lang was killed by the Xiuyu faction. 

Without the assistance of this inheritor, Doudu Zhouyu's winning rate against Suiyou Zhouyu would be 

much lower! 

at this time. 
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Emperor Ming Wu Zhou knew that he was about to die. 

Even his own death cannot repay the loss caused by the big mistake that day! 

But he doesn't want to die. 

Kneeling on the ground like this, keep kowtow, keep begging for mercy. 

However, His Royal Highness Xiu Ning remained indifferent. 

She was so angry that she didn't want to talk anymore. 

"Minghua Patriarch!" 

"Master Minghua, please, please help me!" 

"I really knew it was wrong. As long as I can live, I am willing to do anything!" 

"..." 

When Emperor Mingwu Zhou saw His Highness Xiuning not speaking, he was terrified, and kowtow to 

Minghua on the ground for help. 

But Emperor Minghua sighed and closed his eyes. 

This is not ruthless. 

It is really because this matter is too involved, it has been related to the survival of Xiuning faction and 

even Doudu Zhouyu! 

"His Royal Highness...Minghua Patriarch..." 

"Why? Why, because of that Su Lang, I must apologize with death!" 

"He is just the Four Eternal Eternity, just the owner of the inheritance, he is not the level of power of His 

Majesty Dou Xiu!!" 

"I, I am not convinced, I am not reconciled!" 

"..." 

Seeing that no one was paying attention to him, Emperor Ming Wu Zhou suddenly cried out in a 

collapsed manner. 

"Stupid bastard!" 

"Come on, pull Mingwu down and go to purgatory for reflection!" 

"The matter of Su Lang didn't settle for a moment, so I won't let it go for a day." 

The cold voice of Emperor Xiu Ning Zhou spread throughout the hall. 

At present, the Xiuning faction has mobilized all forces to rescue Su Lang. 

Although the success rate is minimal. 



But Emperor Xiu Ning Zhou was unwilling to give up, waiting for the final result. 

Minghua Emperor Zhou, Elder Yu, Elder Xie and others are also like this. 

Everyone also knows. 

Emperor Xiu Ning Zhou still didn't say a word 

——If the result comes out and Su Lang dies, then Mingwu will not even have a chance to survive. 

at this time. 

Emperor Mingwu Zhou saw that he was about to be caught in a terrifying purgatory to endure torture, 

and he was suddenly mixed with joy. 

The joy is that I don’t have to die right away, I can live for a while. 

Worry is that one has to suffer horrible torture, and after living for a while, it is estimated that he will 

die. 

quickly. 

Two guards of the Five Eternal Realm entered the Purple Jade Heavenly Palace and came to the main 

hall, preparing to drag Ming Wuzhou Emperor away. 

but. 

at this time. 

Suddenly there was a message coming from His Highness Xiuning, the elders, and the guardians! 

Suddenly. 

The audience was surprised! 

Especially His Royal Highness Xiu Ning can contact her directly, and the news sent to her is absolutely 

extremely important! 

At this moment. 

What can be called important is probably Su Lang's news. 

Well. 

Is it bad news? ? 

Has Su Lang been killed by the **** Xiuyu? 

"Look at them all." 

Emperor Xiu Ning Zhou's expression was a little dim, and he took out the communication treasure and 

explored his spiritual thoughts. 

But this look. 



Immediately let her beautiful eyes widen, revealing a deep color of incredible and surprise! 

The same goes for everyone below! 

Because the message that came was about the movement of the jade repair school. 

Emperor Xiuyu Zhou was so furious that even Xuanyi Zhougong fell! 

at this time. 

All the strength of the Xiuyu faction is actually hunting down Su Lang! 

This also means that Su Lang ran out. 

"what!" 

"Su Lang, he escaped!!" 

His Royal Highness Xiu Ning was extremely surprised, and the green jade fingers tightly pinched the 

communication treasure in his hand! 

"Oh my god, it's incredible, Su Lang escaped by himself!" 

"With the cultivation base of the Four Eternal Realm, it is incredible to escape from the **** hands of 

Xuanyi Zhougong and Xiuyu!" 

"Should I be said to be the heir to the level of your Majesty Dou Xiu? This is too abnormal!" 

"Yeah, there was an undercover to rescue Su Lang, and the chances were extremely small. Who could 

have imagined that Su Lang escaped by himself, this is incredible." 

"..." 

The elders and the guardians were talking in disbelief, and their low mood suddenly became agitated! 

Chapter 2493: Emperor Xiuyu Zhou, can't you think of it? 

Emperor Mingwu Zhou was also dumbfounded, feeling like a dream. 

Su Lang escaped from the hands of Emperor Xiuyu Zhou from Xuanyi Zhou Palace! 

This is so abnormal that it is beyond description! 

The same is the Four Eternal Realm. He Mingwu and Su Lang are like **** among rubbish! 

While horrified. 

Emperor Ming Wu Zhou was also very surprised. 

Su Lang is not dead, so his fate will be much better! 

At least for the time being, don't worry about being executed. 

"Su Lang... he is really extraordinary!" 

"Even when I was in the Four Eternal Realm, I definitely couldn't compare to him." 
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Above the crowd, Emperor Xiu Ning Zhou stood up, his eyes shining brightly. 

"Hahahaha!" 

"Su Lang escaped, we still have a chance!" 

Elder Xie laughed and said hurriedly, "Quickly, quickly find a way to meet Su Lang!" 

"Since I got the news." 

"Our undercover agent in the Xiuyu faction has already begun to act!" 

"They are also mixed with the people of the jade repair group. Once they find Su Lang, they will 

immediately take over!" 

Among the Xiuning faction, Yu Chang, who has more control over intelligence, said immediately. 

"It's not enough!" 

"The Seven Universes and Six Universes of the Jade Cultivation faction have also been dispatched, 

searching for Su Lang." 

"We have to go out ourselves, in order to find Su Lang, even if we break into the territory of the Xiuyu 

faction, we must rescue him!" 

Elder Zhong said with a serious expression. 

"That's good!" 

"The elders protect the law, follow me to the jade repair faction!" 

"Today I am going to make a big noise in the jade repair faction, disrupt everything, and create 

conditions for Su Lang to escape!" 

Emperor Xiu Ning nodded solemnly, and then walked down from above step by step. 

this action. 

Also immediately shocked everyone present. 

Emperor Xiu Ning Zhou hasn't left her retreat for hundreds of millions of years. 

This departure is to directly hit the face of the Xiuyu faction! 

"Yes! Your Highness!" 

The guards of the elders knelt down on one knee to take orders. 

As for Emperor Mingwu Zhou. 

Kneeling on the ground as well, a feeling of aftermath rose in his heart. 

Su Lang escaped. 

At this time, the attention of His Highness Xiuning and everyone was completely on Su Lang's body. 



He thought to himself, His Highness Xiuning probably didn't have any more thoughts to deal with him. 

however. 

The next moment. 

The cold voice of His Highness Xiuning reached Mingwu's ears. 

——"Put Mingwu into purgatory!" 

"Yes!" 

The two Five Eternal Guards immediately took their orders, and then dragged Mingwu down like a dead 

dog! 

"Do not!" 

The fluke in Emperor Mingwu Zhou's heart turned into bubbles and disappeared, and the whole person 

was plunged into endless panic. 

he knows. 

The trial he got hasn't changed at all, if something happens to Su Lang, he will die extremely miserably. 

No one cares about Mingwu. 

His Royal Highness Xiu Ning took the lead, and a group of people flew out from the summit of Luanzhi, 

and rushed towards the site of the Xiuyu faction with the power of time and space! 

The other side. 

Su Lang sat in a newly arranged eternal spirit gathering formation method, absorbing the cosmic energy 

beautifully and transforming it into a cultivation base. 

But his attention has been completely placed in the storage space. 

This wave directly pitted the three million universe origins of Emperor Xiuyu Zhou and the five hundred 

universe core origins! 

Together, it is equivalent to eight million universe origins! 

And the big head is still on top of the treasure! 

The heavenly materials and the earthly treasures that were willing to pit from Emperor Xiuyu Zhou, if 

they were sold, they could definitely sell hundreds of millions of universe origins! 

"Haha!" 

"Emperor Xiu Yuzhou, can't think of it!" 

"So many of the origins of the universe, the treasures of heaven and earth, have been pitted by me!" 

"I don't know what your face is now, I really want to see it." 

The corner of Su Lang's mouth outlines a strong playfulness. 



Soon. 

It really sent a large number of treasure hunting flying flying gliders into the territory of the jade repair 

faction! 

"Squeak!" 

"Squeak!" 

Countless treasure hunting flying flying strays scattered, becoming a weapon for Su Lang to develop 

dispatchable maps! 

Dou are in the universe. 

There is no one who knows the true details of the treasure hunt flying glider. 

Even Minghua and Mingwu only know that this is Su Lang's pet, which can be used as eyes and ears. 

Emperor Xiuyu Zhou didn't even know the abnormality of the treasure hunting flying flying glider. 

Chapter 2494: I just give you a little hope 

And in the Xiuyu faction. 

Only Emperor Xiuyu Zhou is the only one who knows the treasure hunting flying flying gliders. 

Even if the rest of the people saw the treasure hunting flying flying gliders, they would only treat them 

as some kind of strange little creatures, and would not care about them at all. 

In addition. 

The time flow rate of Doudu Universe is ten million times that of Su Lang's current universe! 

Everything that I saw through the treasure hunt flying glider seemed to be played ten million times 

faster! 

The expansion speed of the treasure hunt flying flying, relatively speaking, has also increased a full ten 

million times. 

then. 

In the short time that Su Lang's deity is in the basic universe. 

These 2,000 quadrillion treasure hunting flying flying gliders gradually dispelled the fog in Su Lang's eyes, 

and the site of the Jade Cultivation faction became more and more clearly presented before him. 

Simultaneously. 

Countless warriors who searched for him were all in sight. 

Immediately after. 

Su Lang deliberately used the treasure hunt flying flying glider to pay attention to the comments of the 

warriors. 
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quickly. 

Then I understood the thoughts of Emperor Xiuyu Zhou. 

"Tsk tut." 

"Think I'm still on your turf?" 

"Will you mobilize all your power to hunt me?" 

"In that case, I will give you a little hope." 

"Lest you give up in frustration and then move your target to the grassroots universe to hunt me down." 

There was a strong playfulness in Su Lang's eyes. 

Immediately sent a clone to the site of the Xiuyu faction. 

Dou are in the universe. 

There is a treasure hunt flying flying flying in front of the investigation. 

The place where this clone appears is naturally safe. 

at this time. 

The Xiuyu faction has been conducting raids for half a year. 

No way, the time flow of Doudu Universe is too fast. 

Su Lang pondered for more than a second, and Doudu Universe passed more than ten million seconds. 

This six months. 

Emperor Xiuyu Zhou did not find any trace of Su Lang. 

Su Lang seemed to have disappeared out of thin air! 

"Damn it!" 

"Damn Su Lang!" 

"It's been half a year, how could I have not found this asshole!" 

"Ahhhhhhhh, I am so angry!" 

"..." 

In an ocean, Emperor Xiu Yuzhou roared fiercely, and directly shot it with a palm! 

Rumble! 

The terrifying power descends from the sky, and the value is like the end of the world! 

The next moment. 

The entire ocean burst open, and countless seawater vaporized and disappeared. 



Even the seabed that had been silent for countless years was directly destroyed, and countless magma 

burst out. 

In an instant. 

The vast expanse of the deep blue sea has turned into a sea of smoke and lava billowing! 

Vent some irritable emotions. 

But the anger and unwillingness in Emperor Xiu Yuzhou's heart still did not decrease much. 

For six months. 

He himself was also searching for Su Lang everywhere. 

I thought that Su Lang's secret technique would definitely not last long. 

But I never expected that after six months, Su Lang never appeared once. 

No audio at all! 

Emperor Xiuyu Zhou even wondered whether Su Lang had already escaped from the Xiuyu faction and 

met with Xiuning. 

But the actions of the Xiuning faction denied his idea. 

half year ago. 

Emperor Xiu Ning Zhou led a large number of powerhouses and directly broke into the territory of the 

Xiuyu faction, messing around! 

They never fight people head-on, their only purpose is to create chaos! 

Do it here, do it there, and run away when you're done, which also made Emperor Xiu Yuzhou so angry 

that his soul came out of his body and two souls ascended to heaven. 

Emperor Xiu Yuzhou almost wanted to give up Su Lang, and had a decisive battle with Xiuning's party. 

however. 

He can't afford to lose those three million cosmic origins, five hundred cosmic core origins, and the 

heavenly materials and earth treasures worth hundreds of millions of cosmic origins! 

This is definitely most of his net worth. 

It is the wealth created by countless warriors of the Xiuyu faction over countless years! 

These resources are not only for his cultivation, but also for the consumption of the huge forces under 

his command. 

At the beginning, he had the chance to win, so he would use so many good things as bait to lure Su Lang 

to hand over the inheritance. 

otherwise. 



He wouldn't do this anyway! 

Therefore, Emperor Xiu Yuzhou was still unwilling to give up searching for Su Lang at this time. 

"Damn it!" 

"Looking for another six months!" 

"If I can't find Su Lang anymore, I will fight Xiuning's faction!" 

"Otherwise, after losing so many resources, my cultivation speed will definitely lag behind Xiuning, and 

she will soon catch up with or even surpass me!" 

"..." 

Emperor Xiu Yuzhou's eyes were blood red, and he gritted his teeth thinking. 

Chapter 2495: The dog-walking game begins 

at the same time. 

In the site of the Xiuyu faction, inside a huge huge city. 

"Six months!" 

"Su Lang, where are you on earth!?" 

"Why don't you come out to see us so late?" 

"Could it be that the **** of Emperor Xiuyu Zhou made you distrust us?" 

"..." 

Emperor Xiu Ning turned into a young girl, walking on the wide street where people came and went, 

sighing slightly in his heart. 

It's been so long. 

It stands to reason that Su Lang had known that their Xiuning faction had come to respond. 

But Su Lang just didn't appear. 

Emperor Xiu Ning Zhou had to wonder if Su Lang no longer trusted his side. 

In addition. 

The Xiuning faction has been doing troubles on the jade repair site for half a year. 

Emperor Xiuyu Zhou used all his power to hunt down Su Lang, and few people were sent to deal with 

them. 

But half a year later, the patience of Emperor Xiuyu Zhou might have been exhausted. 

"Maybe Xiuyu can't bear to do it soon, right?" 

"Well, just do it, just let Su Lang see, I Xiu would rather not be a **** like Xiuyu." 
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Emperor Xiu Ning Zhou thought in his heart, and immediately stopped, raised his right hand and 

squeezed it against the sky! 

Boom! 

The endless space cracks appeared in the sky, seeming to tear the entire sky! 

The breath of horror descended on the giant city, frightening countless people and fleeing... 

Such riots were caused by the Xiuning faction at the same time in countless places. 

The major elders, major protectors, and a large number of Five Eternal Realms are all doing things all the 

time! 

The other side. 

Emperor Xiu Yuzhou left the deep blue sea that he had destroyed with one hand and flew forward. 

But he actually has no purpose. 

It's almost equivalent to looking around! 

There is not even an accurate destination, which makes Emperor Xiu Yuzhou even more irritable! 

When passing by a mountain range formed by hundreds of planets, he couldn't help but vent his anger 

and frustration. 

The mountains, as vast as the world, were erased. 

Countless creatures were also wiped out, and even the screams were too late. 

But Emperor Xiu Yuzhou was still puzzled, gritted his teeth and wanted to take another shot. 

But at this moment. 

The communication treasure on him has a movement! 

"Which city did Xiuning's people shoot in?" 

Emperor Xiuyu Zhou's movements stopped, his brows frowned. 

He has received this kind of news many times, which is also the second reason for his anger. 

But when he took out the transmission treasure and took a look, his eyes widened, revealing endless 

surprises! 

Because this time it turned out to be news about Su Lang! 

Someone saw Su Lang in the Plain of Random Stars, and recorded an image with a video stone! 

at this time. 

That image has also been transmitted to Emperor Xiuyu Zhou's communication treasure! 

"Su Lang——!!!" 



"Finally you can't hide your crap, hahahaha!" 

"It's not in vain that I will use all my strength to search for you for half a year!" 

"..." 

Emperor Xiu Yuzhou laughed in ecstasy. 

The haze in the past six months seems to have been swept away, everything has become clear and 

open, refreshing. 

Immediately after. 

He immediately used that magic tracking technique. 

Sure enough, he immediately located the place where Su Lang was, and it was also the chaotic star plain 

in the intelligence! 

"Dog stuff, now I see where you go!" 

Emperor Xiu Yuzhou was trembling with excitement, and instantly changed his direction, heading 

towards the chaotic star plain. 

Simultaneously. 

He also didn't forget to give orders to his confidants to send a group of masters to the Chaotic Star Plain 

to round up Su Lang. 

Those who participated in the roundup were all trustworthy people, and the number was small, but very 

strong. 

As for the rest of the manpower, it is based on maintaining the status quo, disturbing the eyes and ears 

of the Xiuning faction! 

Along the way. 

Emperor Xiu Yuzhou even used the strength to eat milk, just to find Su Lang. 

But he didn't even know. 

In the grassroots universe. 

"Emperor Xiu Yuzhou must already know the location of my clone!" 

"So next, hide and seek, oh no, the game of walking the dog begins!" 

The corner of Su Lang's mouth is a strong playfulness. 

Originally, Emperor Xiu Yuzhou could not locate Su Lang clone. 

But Su Lang deliberately gave his breath to that clone, and specially ran to the person to reveal his figure 

and expose it. 

In this way, if Emperor Xiuyu Zhou still can't locate, then just don't live. 



Chapter 2496: The system is a super golden beast 

at the same time. 

In the domain of Doudu Universe Jade Cultivation School. 

Emperor Xiu Ning Zhou had already made the city he was in a panic, ready to go to the next place. 

But suddenly. 

A message came into one of her special communication treasures. 

"It's a message from an undercover agent!" 

When Emperor Xiu Ning Zhou's expression moved, his dim eyes suddenly brightened! 

The current undercover agents have all devoted themselves to finding news about Su Lang. 

Needless to say, the message that came at this time was also about Su Lang. 

Open the communication treasure and sweep it with divine thoughts. 

really. 

It's information about Su Lang's trail! 

Although the undercover undercover of the Xiu Ning faction in the Xiuyu faction is not particularly 

advanced, there is also an undercover who is not low in status. 

at least. 

This person is able to come into contact with many elder guardians of the Xiuyu faction! 

then. 

The undercover undercover discovered that there was something wrong with the movements of the 

high-level powerhouses of the Xiuyu faction, and went around the chaotic star plain! 

This made him pay attention immediately. 

Later, Su Lang let the clone show up several times. 

The undercover agent determined the location of Su Lang and sent the information to Xiuning. 

"Appeared!" 

"Great, Su Lang has appeared!" 

"Unexpectedly, Su Lang could hide so much!" 

"But his current situation must be very critical, Xiuyu's **** passed by with many masters!" 

"No, I must go to support Su Lang! Even if a battle is started for this, it is not a pity!" 

"..." 
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A war intent rose in the eyes of Emperor Xiu Ning, and soon sent a message to the elders! 

She wants to lead a group of elders to rescue Su Lang! 

But Emperor Xiu Ning Zhou didn't know. 

Elder Jing Zhi had already secretly turned to the Xiuyu faction. 

She handed out the order on her front foot, and Elder Jing Zhi relayed it to Emperor Xiuyu Zhou on the 

back foot. 

"hateful!" 

"I have clearly blocked the news to the greatest extent." 

"That lady Xiu Ning learned the news so soon!" 

"There must be a traitor under my command. After catching Su Lang this time, I must vigorously rectify 

it!" 

Emperor Xiuyu Zhou is on his way to the Plain of Stars. 

After receiving the news, he was immediately furious, and he wished to find the traitor out and kill him! 

But the top priority is to round up Su Lang. 

After a while of annoyance. 

Emperor Xiuyu Zhou continued to exert his full strength and rushed forward! 

He wanted to catch Su Lang before Xiuning and the others arrived, otherwise the trouble would be 

serious. 

After all, Su Lang himself is very likely to escape from his hands again. 

Another Xiuning faction is making trouble on the side, it is even more difficult to catch Su Lang. 

The other side. 

In a certain lower natural universe. 

While observing the avatar, Su Lang used the treasure hunt flying flying glider to investigate the 

movements of the Xiuyu faction. 

On the one hand, he also deposited the cosmic origin and core origin obtained this time into the system 

balance. 

The exchange ratio between the core origin of the universe and the origin of the universe is ten 

thousand to one. 

Five hundred cosmic core origins are equivalent to five million cosmic origins. 

After all the origins are stored in the system, plus the remaining ones, the balance reaches 8.65 million 

universe origins! 



So many origins of the universe. 

It is enough to upgrade most of the system functions once! 

Just do it. 

Su Lang immediately issued instructions and began to improve system functions. 

"Ding! Consume 1 million cosmic origins, upgrade the one-key training function to level 54, and increase 

the training speed to...240 trillion times!" 

"Ding! Consumes 1 million cosmic origins, upgrades the one-key martial arts function to level 54, and 

increases the training speed...240 trillion times!" 

"Ding! Consumes 1 million cosmic origins, the one-click treasure hunting function has been upgraded to 

level 53, and the number of treasure hunting flying flying gliders is 240 trillion!" 

"Ding! Consumes 1 million cosmic origins, and the one-key enhancement function is upgraded to level 

14...Currently it can be enhanced 14 times!" 

Four system prompts appear. 

The origin of the 4 million universe disappeared in a blink of an eye! 

"Tsk tut." 

"The system is really a super gold swallowing beast!" 

"Fortunately, the origin of the universe came from a pit, and I don't need to use the origin of the 

universe to practice. That would be too slow..." 

"Continue to improve, system, give me a one-key mixer..." 

Su Lang looked at the directly halved balance, couldn't help but exclaim, and immediately issued 

another order. 

Chapter 2498: Do you know how I spent the past six months 

Traces of Emperor Xiuyu Zhou and others. 

Su Lang has always been clear. 

Therefore, I also know that the people who came this time are all masters of the jade repair school, at 

least the eternal power of the six universes! 

But this is exactly what Su Lang wanted. 

Walk these ‘bulldogs’ here, and there will be no seven eternity in other places. 

Even the Six Eternal Realm, not many. 

Then, the huge jade repair site will become his hunting ground! 

"but." 
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"It's not easy to leave here." 

"Otherwise, Xiu Ning sent one by one, and Emperor Xiu Yuzhou and others found that I was missing, and 

they would definitely fight Xiu Ning and the others." 

"With the combat power of Xiu Ning's faction, if it is better than that of Xiuyu's faction, it will not take 

advantage of the land at this time, and it will suffer a lot in the fight." 

"That Xiu Ning is not bad, in order to save me dare to take people into the enemy's nest." 

"So, my avatar will stay here for the time being, and let's play a trick on repairing jade." 

"..." 

A light of thought flashed in Su Lang's eyes. 

Soon. 

He began to upgrade his weapons. 

Youtian Sword has reached the peak of the Five Eternal Realm. 

But other weapons have not yet reached this level. 

Within the limits that can be mastered, there is still room for improvement. 

Anyway, a lot of heaven, material and earth treasures were pitted from Emperor Xiuyu Zhou this time. 

It is much more than the sum of the materials obtained by killing six or seventy eternal emperors! 

It is more than enough to strengthen the weapon. 

then. 

quickly. 

Su Lang used a key to strengthen the function, strengthening the eight-sided shield of the sky, the sword 

of life, the nest of civilization, and the mirror of reincarnation to the peak of the eternal state of the five 

universes. 

Not only that. 

The same is true for the four incense weapons, all strengthened to the peak of the Five Eternal Realm. 

That is, the ultimate level that Su Lang can master after using the Devouring clone, or the combination 

of stars and clouds. 

At last. 

Then it was the turn of Infinity. 

At this time, the Infinity has three core components that have reached the eternal level. 

The rest of the parts have all reached the half-step eternal state. 



Coupled with the strengthening effect, its power has entered the level of the Five Eternal Realm. 

This time the promotion of Infinity. 

Su Lang is not simply using enhanced functions. 

It is to reset and strengthen, carry out some evolution, and finally strengthen on a higher basis. 

in a moment. 

There are a total of one thousand two hundred parts in the Boundless Spaceship that have evolved into 

a cosmic eternal state. 

Then, one hundred and twenty parts of them evolved to the Second Eternal Realm. 

The three previous ones were the eternal parts of the one universe, and even reached the eternal state 

of the three universes! 

At last. 

Su Lang once again spared no expense and strengthened the Infinite Six times. 

Finally it reached the pinnacle of the Five Eternal Realm, and it was only a trace away from the Six 

Eternal Realm! 

Such a powerful Boundless number. 

If there is a strong enough eternal realm to be stationed, it will definitely burst out even more terrifying 

power! 

"Xiu Ning and others can barely be trusted." 

"If they are stationed in the Infinity, the power they condense will absolutely shock the world." 

A light smile was drawn at the corner of Su Lang's mouth. He immediately unfolded his spiritual 

thoughts, and suddenly saw Emperor Xiuyu Zhou and others. 

Simultaneously. 

Emperor Xiu Yuzhou and the others also saw this clone of Su Lang. 

"It's Su Lang!" 

"Hahaha, shit, aren't you able to run, why don't you run!?" 

Emperor Xiu Yuzhou speeded up and came to a closer place, overlooking Su Lang condescendingly. 

His subordinates. 

The six seven-plane eternity and eighteen six-plane eternity also forced it from all directions. 

Various powerful eternal magical powers and eternal formations are unfolding, sealing the surroundings 

impenetrable. 



The tightness of this blockade is already ten times stronger than that of Xuanyi Zhougong, even in the 

Seven Eternal Realm, there is absolutely no way to escape! 

therefore. 

Emperor Xiu Yuzhou was really confident, and he felt that he was coming. 

"Tsk tut." 

"Xiuyu, I have been waiting for you here for half a year." 

"Do you know how I spent the past six months?" 

"I have nothing to do every day, I can only drink, eat, and eat melons, watching you guys get burnt to 

find me." 

Su Lang sat in the deep valley, his eyes faint, and his words were full of playfulness. 

Chapter 2499: His Highness Xiuning arrives 

"Smuggle!" 

"Up until now, I still dare to be eloquent and able to speak!" 

When Emperor Xiu Yuzhou was said by Su Lang, he suddenly remembered how embarrassed he had 

been almost crazy in the past six months. 

Thus, a thick shame came spontaneously! 

The rest of the eternal powers of Xiuyu group also looked ugly as if they were eating shit. 

"what?" 

"By now?" 

"What's wrong now? Did you catch me?" 

Su Lang raised his eyebrows and asked with a sneer. 

"Humph." 

"We are a blockade composed of seven eternals and seven eternals, and twelve eternals and six 

eternals." 

"Do you think you can escape? Delusion!" 

Emperor Xiu Yuzhou's expression was cold, and his heart was very angry. 

"escape?" 

"I never escaped." 

"I've always just been strategically moving." 

Su Lang shrugged, then took out a watermelon-like spirit fruit and took a bite. 
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Click, the juice is splashing, sweet and delicious! 

"You dog stuff!" 

"Hurry up and hand over the complete inheritance, as well as my origin of the universe and the 

treasures of heaven and earth!" 

"Otherwise, the deity will let you know what cruelty is!" 

The eyes of Emperor Xiu Yuzhou seemed to be frozen, and the words in his mouth were full of 

murderous intent, like a cold wind blowing from the ice hell! 

"what?" 

"The origin of the universe? Treasures of heaven and earth?" 

"Sorry, I have already used it up." 

"What's more, I didn't **** it. I used two copies of the eternal realm cultivation technique to exchange 

it for you." 

"Emperor Xiuyuzhou, how could you say that you can turn back? Are you doing this good, bad!" 

Su Lang showed a look of astonishment, and then said seriously. 

"You shameless man!" 

"Obviously you deceived the origins of the universe and the treasures of the universe from me, and at 

this time you even beaten it!" 

Emperor Xiu Yuzhou was so angry that he had to do it almost on the spot! 

"cheat?" 

"It's clear that you lied to me first, I just used the human way to treat the human body." 

"Could it be that this is also wrong?" 

Su Lang spread out his hands helplessly, and took another bite of the melon. 

"Su Lang!" 

"The deity doesn't talk nonsense with you!" 

"I will give you one last chance, the complete inheritance and my cosmic origin, heaven and earth 

treasures, will you pay or not!?" 

Emperor Xiu Yuzhou stared at Su Lang wistfully, his murderous aura became more and more bitter! 

If it is an ordinary four universe eternal realm. 

The custody has been shocked by him, panic-stricken. 

But Su Lang was still calm and unhurried, even showing a disdainful smile. 



"Okay!" 

"You really don't hit the south wall or look back, or you won't cry if you don't see the coffin!" 

"In that case, everyone will follow the order and arrest him for me!" 

Emperor Xiuyu Zhou gritted his teeth, clenched his fists, and gave the order with a violent blue vein on 

his forehead. 

"Yes!" 

The Seven Eternal and Six Eternal Powers took their orders one after another, and then approached Su 

Lang fiercely! 

Emperor Xiu Yuzhou himself stood above the clouds, staring at Su Lang firmly. 

But at this moment. 

"Xiuyu, you bastard!" 

"Try to move Su Lang!" 

A clear scolding came from a distance. 

Immediately afterwards, His Highness Xiuning brought a group of Seven Eternal Elders and flew over. 

Wow! 

Six deities and seven universes eternally come to the vicinity. 

Emperor Xiu Ning Zhou stared coldly at Emperor Xiu Yuzhou, but his eyes drifted to Su Lang from time to 

time. 

"Su Lang!" 

"Finally saw a real person!" 

"Fortunately, the road is hurry, otherwise he might be taken away by this time!" 

"..." 

Looking at Su Lang, various thoughts emerged in His Highness Xiuning's mind. 

suddenly. 

"Xiu Ning?" 

"Hmph, do you think you can stop me?" 

"Su Lang, I have decided today! His inheritance, I have to decide too!" 

Emperor Xiu Yuzhou turned his head to look at His Royal Highness Xiuning, his eyes full of sarcasm. 

However, his subordinates, six seven eternals and eighteen six eternals, kept moving and approached 

the deep valley where Su Lang was. 



At the speed of the eternal state, it will arrive almost instantly. 

"Humph!" 

"Everyone obeys, attack!" 

Emperor Xiu Ning Zhou let out a cold snort, and without hesitation, he directly issued the order to start 

the war! 

Elder Yu, Elder Zhong, Elder Xie, and other strong men, immediately started to do it. 

Chapter 2500: Your Royal Highness Xiuning, go away 

"Dare to do it!" 

"Then, today you will all be buried here!" 

Emperor Xiu Yuzhou flashed a dangerous light, and he had already planned to use Elder Jing Zhi's trump 

card. 

Once the elder Jingzhi stabs his back, Xiuning's side is likely to fall to the Seven Eternal Eternity. 

By the time. 

Emperor Xiu Ning and himself only had four seven eternals left. 

In the face of Emperor Xiuyu's eternal fighting power, even if he could escape, he would have to pay a 

huge price! 

But at the moment when both parties are about to do it. 

"Stop it!" 

"Don't do it!" 

"His Royal Highness Xiuning, you go quickly." 

Su Lang's voice spread to everyone's ears. 

Hear this. 

His Royal Highness Xiuning and the others suddenly changed their expressions, and their eyes revealed 

surprise and hesitation. 

In their eyes. 

Su Lang has fallen into a desperate situation. 

People who fall into this situation almost always catch it at the sight of a straw. 

But Su Lang's move was actually rejecting the rescue of the Xiuning faction. 

"Su Lang..." 

"In order not to put us in a dangerous situation, he actually has to face the **** Xiuyu himself!" 
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His Royal Highness Xiuning looked at Su Lang, and thoughts arose in his heart. 

The others think so too. 

from their perspective. 

Su Lang is full of good qualities of self-sacrifice! 

"No!" 

"Su Lang, you are ready, we will definitely be able to rescue you!" 

His Royal Highness Xiuning took a deep breath and shook his head heavily. 

See here. 

Emperor Xiu Yuzhou and the others sneered. 

"Yo." 

"When you met for the first time, you were so considerate of each other. It seems that you have been 

with each other for a long time!" 

"Hehe, don't worry, I will let you die together." 

"At that time you will be able to be each other's company, and you will not be alone when you die!" 

Emperor Xiu Yuzhou's face was full of sarcasm, but the killing intent contained in it was even more 

intense. 

Even he has taken out a Five Eternal Emperor Sword that has been passed down for countless years! 

The battle is about to start! 

At this time. 

"His Royal Highness Xiuning." 

"You guys really hurry up." 

"I'm here to play with these puppies like Xiuyu." 

"When I play enough, I will leave." 

Su Lang's voice came again, "You go back to your own territory first, and I will come to you by myself." 

This statement came out. 

Directly shocked Xiu Ning and others! 

"What and what!?" 

"Are you playing here to repair the Yuzhou Emperor?" 

"How is this possible, you are only in the Four Eternal Realm!" 



"Don't be kidding, take a look at your side, those Seven Eternal Realms are about to start capturing 

magical powers!!" 

"..." 

One by one, horrified thoughts appeared in the hearts of His Royal Highness Xiuning and others, causing 

them to feel very absurd. 

They raced against time to come here to rescue Su Lang. 

Su Lang said that he was playing the jade repair faction, and that the jade repair faction was a dog being 

walked! 

This is too fantastic! 

Simultaneously. 

Emperor Xiu Yuzhou and the others looked furious, and the shame in their hearts grew stronger! 

If it weren't for Su Lang's "inheritance", they would all want to kill Su Lang completely! 

"Do it!!" 

"Catch Su Lang's **** first!" 

The emperor Xiu Yuzhou was so angry that his eyes were splitting, his expression was grim, and he 

directly gave hands-on orders. 

originally. 

The six Seven Eternals under him had already approached Su Lang's vicinity and had already entered the 

attack range. 

It was only because of Su Lang's repeated astonishing remarks that he was shocked and didn't act 

immediately. 

Get the order at this time. 

The six great and seven eternal expressions suddenly turned, and they acted instantly. 

"The big sun covers the palm of the sky!" 

"Tie Yu Qiansi finger!" 

"..." 

Wow! 

Various capture magical powers slammed down Su Lang, and immediately caught Su Lang! 

Immediately after. 

The twelve six-plane eternal realms also activated their magical powers one after another, and added a 

thick blockade to Su Lang! 



Suddenly. 

Everyone felt that Su Lang had been completely captured. 

Especially those of the Seven Eternal Realms, already felt the feeling of grasping Su Lang. 

"Su Lang!!!" 

"Do it, rescue Su Lang!" 

Seeing this scene, Emperor Xiu Ning Zhou immediately issued a loud order to start a battle with the top 

masters in the Doudu universe! ! 

Elders Xie, Yu, Zhong and others had already made preparations for battle, and they were given orders 

at this time. 

I'm going to do it in an instant. 

But suddenly! 

 


